Future of Work Collaborative is a regional group of stakeholders in K-12, post-secondary, and workforce education committed to rethinking and redesigning what it means to be ready for college, ready for career, and ready for life. We build greater alignment between the region’s rich educational ecosystem and the needs of the modern workforce.

WE SEE

The future of work is here
An ever-changing economy means ever-changing workforce needs
Career readiness depends on a combination of different perspectives, policies, and implementation strategies
Students must be prepared for a multitude of career path trajectories

WE SEEK TO

Uncover new pathways to opportunity
Recognize and validate multiple forms of readiness
Build bridges between K-12, post-secondary, and workforce stakeholders
Coordinate efforts to help enhance programs, reduce duplication, and leverage resources
Contribute to a more equitable and inclusive workforce development pipeline

CURRENT PROJECTS

Developing a Shared Vision: A year-long series of quarterly meetings to gather insights and feedback in preparation for creating a tangible product valuable to the field

JOIN US

Learn more remakelearning.org/futureofwork
Subscribe to our newsletter remakelearning.org/subscribefutureofwork
Contact working group lead Marita Garrett marita@remakelearning.org

Future of Work Collaborative is a working group of Remake Learning, a network that ignites engaging, relevant, and equitable learning practices. Learn more at remakelearning.org/futureofwork
WHAT WE DO

In a rapidly changing economy, we must reimagine and redefine what career readiness looks like and expand options for post-secondary education. The Future of Work collaborative is composed of educators, industry members, higher education institutions, and other stakeholders who meet quarterly to brainstorm solutions and work collectively to bridge gaps between “traditional” K12 schools, CTE centers, and corporate entities to meet ensure each and every student is prepared for the future of work.

WHO WE ARE

Claude Worthington Benedum Foundation • Community College of Allegheny County
The Consortium for Public Education • Covestro • CREATELab
Partner4Work Pittsburgh • Public Schools • College in High School, University of Pittsburgh

Future of Work Collaborative is a working group of Remake Learning, a network that ignites engaging, relevant, and equitable learning practices. Learn more at remakelearning.org/futureofwork